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Abstract: Human activities involving nature have various environmental impacts. The assessment
of the spatial and temporal evolution of human activity intensity (HAI) and its driving forces is
significant for determining the effects of human activities on regional ecological environments and
regulating such activities. This research quantified the HAI of China, assessed its spatiotemporal
characteristics, and analyzed its influencing factors based on the land use data and panel data of
31 provinces in mainland China. The results indicate that the HAI in China is increasing, with
the average value increasing from 15.83% in 1980 to 20.04% in 2018, and the HAI was relatively
serious in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region, Yangtze River Delta and Pearl River Delta in this period.
The spatial differences in the HAI in China show a pattern of being strong in the east and weak
in the west, and the spatial center of gravity of China’s HAI has gradually moved west, changing
from a central enhancement mode to a point-like “core” enhancement mode. The dominant factors
affecting spatial differences in HAI are economic and industrial levels. Labor, population, and
capital factors also strongly impact HAI, and energy consumption and pollution emissions have little
impact. These results deepen the understanding of the underlying mechanism of the environmental
impact of human activities and provide a scientific basis for land-use-related decision making and
eco-environment construction.

Keywords: human activity; multi-factor interactions; spatiotemporal characteristics; geographical
detector model

1. Introduction

Human activity is a series of actions imposed on the ecosystem by human beings
for their own development needs and is a relatively broad concept that includes humans’
exploitation of land resources, use of natural resources, and environmental protection
activities [1]. The impact of such human activity on ecosystems is best reflected by land
use type. This impact is further reflected in the industrialization and urbanization of
each country. Research shows that human activity is driving economic development
worldwide [2]. For example, the urbanization rate in China increased by 41.95% from 1978
to 2018, making it one of the fastest growing countries in the world. However, an increasing
number of studies also confirm that continued urbanization and industrialization mean that
human demand for land resources is increasing [3,4]. In this context, the increasing ability
of humans to transform nature has brought enormous pressure to the ecosystem, making
the originally fragile ecological environment deteriorate continuously [5,6]. If human
activities are not effectively controlled, there will be a serious threat to global ecological
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security and sustainable development. Therefore, the quantitative and spatial expression
of human activity intensity (HAI) is the basis for evaluating the impact of human activities
on the ecological environment and provides a theoretical basis for the rational utilization of
land resources and eco-environment protection planning [7,8].

As noted, human activity is the relatively broad concept of a series of behaviors
imposed by human beings on the environment for their own development needs. The
concept of human activity can be traced back to the 18th century [9], but the evaluation and
measurement of HAI started later and has led to a variety of measurement methods [10,11].
The large-scale measurement of human activities began in 1994. Hannah et al. [12] measured
the degree of human interference with the global natural habitat. Past research shows that
most habitable areas have been affected by human activities. In the 21st century, scholars
have conducted more in-depth research on human activities, and their measurement
methods and research subjects have become more diverse. These measurement methods
are mainly divided into two groups. On the one hand, based on the changes caused by
humans themselves and the environmental changes caused by human activities [13,14],
Magalhães et al. [15] and Roth et al. [16] constructed a human activity index system based
on the overlay analysis of multiple indicators. The research shows that human activities
destroy local lands and ecosystems. On the other hand, the land surface environment
is constantly affected or even altered by human activities, resulting in changed land use
types. This means that land use change can reflect human activity intensity [17]. In recent
years, Xu et al. [18] have widely recognized the construction land equivalent of various
land use types as a way to measure HAI. This method can eliminate regional differences
and accurately measure a wide range of regions with different spatial characteristics. In
terms of research content, at this stage, the research on human activities has achieved
good interaction with the fields of ecological environment, climate and social development,
which can be used to explore the comprehensive situation of cities [19]. For example,
Sun et al. [20] measured HAI on the Qinghai–Tibet Plateau and combined it with the
value of ecosystem services, concluding that HAI on the Qinghai–Tibet Plateau increased
slightly and that the ecosystem was basically stable. Zhang and Xu [21] believe that HAI
interacts strongly with local production life ecological functions, which is an important
factor affecting regional sustainable development. Chen et al. [22] took the POI data of
Shanghai, China as a measurement standard to explore the relationship between HAI and
night light. Although the measurement methods and research areas related to HAI differ,
their purpose is consistent: to regulate regional ecological pressure and realize regional
sustainable development.

To date, scholars have conducted extensive research on human activities. However,
the existing research on human activity offers only an insufficient analysis and mainly
focuses on temporal and spatial changes in human activities and the interactions between
human activities and a single area of environmental concern [23–25]. On the one hand,
there is a lack of comparative research on large-scale regions; on the other hand, there are
few studies on the influencing factors of HAI or that use multiangle analysis, most studies
use traditional methods for analysis. It is difficult to quantify the effect of single factors
on human activities using traditional linear regression and correlation analysis methods.
This is because the relationship between two variables may be affected by other factors.
Compared with other correlation analysis methods, the geographical detector method
(GDM) effectively identifies the contribution of a single factor and the interaction among
influencing factors and better solves the effects of spatial location. Many study fields have
begun to use GDM to quantify the influence of factors explaining the temporal and spatial
evolution of geographical phenomena. For example, GDM has been used in the study of air
pollution [26], built-up land expansion [27], and agricultural [28] and human health [29].
Given this, we use the geographical detector technique in this paper to explore HAI under
the influence of multiple factors. This paper aims to explore the factors involved in HAI
changes in the situation of rapid socioeconomic development in China since the reform
and opening-up began and to analyze the reasons for the regional differentiation of human
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activities so as to help control human activities, achieve sustainable development, and
effectively alleviate the tension between humans and the land, which is very significance
for maintaining the stability of the ecosystem and high-quality development.

2. Data and Methodology
2.1. Conceptual Framework

The main purposes of this paper are to explore the regional differences and the
changing rules of human activity intensity in mainland China and to identify the impact of
influencing factors on human activity intensity in China. First, we measure the intensity of
human activities from 1980–2018 by using ArcGIS 10.6 software based on land use data
and construction land equivalent conversion coefficients. Second, the time-space pattern of
human activity intensity is explored from multiple perspectives. Third, influencing factors
are identified based on related studies. Finally, the interactive effect of each influencing
factor on human activity intensity is studied based on the geographic probe approach. The
technical framework of the study is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The technical framework of the study.

2.2. Data Sources

This study takes 31 provincial administrative regions in China as the research object.
According to existing research, in areas with a better level of economic development, human
exploitation of the land and disturbance of the ecological environment are more intense
than in other areas. Therefore, we choose China’s three major economic centers (Beijing–
Tianjin–Hebei region, the Yangtze River Delta, and the Pearl River Delta) as the subjects
of our study at the city cluster scale [30]. The comparison of these regions can help in
analyzing whether economically developed regions are taking measures to control human
activities. The resolution of the land use data involved in the study is 30 m, which comes
from the Resource and Environmental Science and Data Center of the Chinese Academy
of Sciences (http://www.resdc.cn/, accessed on 29 November 2021). The socioeconomic
statistical data are mainly from the China Statistical Yearbook, China Energy Statistical
Yearbook, China Urban Statistical Yearbook and provincial statistical yearbooks. Among
them, the data of total energy consumption of Tibet and Hainan in 1990, and the data of
fixed capital stock of some cities in 1983 and 1987 are missing. The missing panel data are
obtained by data interpolation of adjacent years.

2.3. Identification of Influencing Factors

The identification of factors influencing HAI is a complex task. By referring to relevant
research literature [21,31,32], it is known that human activities are generally related to

http://www.resdc.cn/
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urbanization, population, industrial activities, agricultural activities, economic activities,
energy consumption. Therefore, we based on 31 provincial administrative regions compre-
hensively and consider the changes in human activities in China. We selected influencing
variables referring to economic, capital, industrial, energy consumption, pollution, labor,
and demographic factors as indicators to explore the changes in HAI. Considering that
arable land is one of the land use types, its area is the basis for assessing HAI, and the
resources consumed by human for agricultural activities are less. Therefore, this study
did not consider agricultural activities as one of the influencing factors for human activity
intensity. Table 1 shows statistical information for each of the variables.

Table 1. Statistical summary of the influencing factors.

Indicator Category Variables Definitions Units Data Sources

Economic factors GDP Regional gross domestic
product 100 million yuan China statistical yearbook

Capital factors FCS Fixed capital stock 100 million yuan China statistical yearbook

Industrial factors NIE Number of industrial
enterprises pieces China industry statistical

yearbook

Energy factors TEC Total energy consumption 104 tons of standard
coal

China energy statistical
yearbook

Pollution factors SUL Sulfur dioxide emissions 104 tons
China statistical yearbook on

environment
Labor
factors NE Number of employees 104 people

Provincial statistical
yearbook

Demographic
factors PD Population Density people/km2 China statistical yearbook

(1). Economic factors. Regional GDP is a macro indicator used to measure the level of
national or regional economic development, and it is also one of the most common and
important standards for measuring development. Economic development is the main
purpose of human activities. There may be ecological and environmental problems
caused by human activities that prioritize the speed of economic development over
other effects. Therefore, economic factors, represented by regional GDP, are regarded
as one of the factors affecting HAI.

(2). Capital factors. Capital factors are an important index affecting industrial structure.
Reasonable capital flow is not only the basis and premise of realizing the optimization
of economic and industrial structure but also a factor that affects HAI. To accurately
measure the impact of capital factors on human activities, this paper uses the perpetual
inventory method to calculate the fixed capital stock. Referring to the calculation
methods of Li [33] and Wu [34], this paper selects the depreciation rate of fixed assets
in corresponding provinces, makes a reduction based on 1980, and finally, obtains the
fixed capital stock.

(3). Industrial factors. The number of industrial enterprises can reflect the industrial scale
of a region. It is an important indicator of the degree of regional industrialization
and significantly affects the development of land by human activities. Therefore, the
number of industrial enterprises is regarded as one of the indicators affecting HAI.

(4). Energy consumption factors. Under the current international trend of “carbon peaking
and carbon neutralization”, China is facing the dual pressures of ensuring energy
supply and protecting the ecological environment, and the impact of energy factors
on regional economies and industries is becoming increasingly serious. Although
controlling the total energy consumption will limit economic development to a cer-
tain extent, it is conducive to reducing carbon emissions and controlling HAI [35].
Therefore, we take the total energy consumption, representing energy factors, as one
of the influencing factors to detect HAI.

(5). Pollution factors. Sulfur dioxide emitted in the process of industrial production is
the main source of pollution; such pollution factors can reflect the type and scale of
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regional industries. An excessive intensity of human activities will inevitably lead to
an increase in regional pollutants. Therefore, sulfur dioxide emissions are selected as
an influencing factor of HAI.

(6). Labor factors. Regional economic development and industrial enterprise production
inevitably require a large labor force. A reasonable labor force distribution among
regions is conducive to the allocation of market resources and the adjustment of HAI.
Therefore, the number of employees is selected to represent the impact of labor factors
on HAI.

(7). Demographic factors. China has the largest population of any country in the world.
As population size is the main body of HAI [36], population density is selected as an
influencing factor of HAI.

2.4. Methodology
2.4.1. Human Activity Intensity Model

Human activity intensity is an indicator that reflects the strength of human activity in
a certain area through the land use type. The formula of the HAI model is:

Sj = ∑n
i=1 (Si · Ci) (1)

HAI =
Sj

S
× 100% (2)

where HAI is the value of human activity intensity; Sj is the area of equivalent construction
land; Si is the area of the ith land use type in the study area; S is the total area of the
study area; and n is the number of land use types; Ci is the coefficient of construction land
equivalent converted by the ith land use type, which are time-invariant. This means that
the same coefficients were used for one land use type during the study period.

In this study, we refer to the Xu, Xu and Tang [18] index system of construction land
to equate to different land use types. The system is constructed by a step-by-step two-level
algorithm used to characterize the degree of interference of human activities on various
types of land. The advantage of this method is that it provided refined classification
standards. Regional differences caused by the vast size of China’s territory have been
eliminated as much as possible. In addition, we use ArcGIS 10.6 to calculate HAI on 10-km
grid units to show regional differences. HAI in various provinces in China is divided into
five levels using the natural breakpoint method: very low (less than 5%), low (5–12%),
medium (12–19%), high (19–26%) and very high (more than 26%).

2.4.2. The Standard Deviational Ellipse Method

Standard deviational ellipse (SDE) analysis is a method for measuring the spatial
distribution of a set of points or areas by calculating the standard distance separately in the
x and y directions [37]. The spatial distribution law and evolution trend of geographical
elements are quantitatively described by taking the center of gravity, azimuth and primary
and secondary coordinate axes of the ellipse as parameters [38]. The larger the value
difference between the primary and secondary coordinate axes, the more obvious the
directionality of geographical elements. This study uses the standard deviation ellipse to
explore the spatial characteristics of HAI changes from multiple angles [39]. The standard
deviation ellipse is calculated as follows:

X =
∑n

i=1 xi

n
, Y =

∑n
i=1 yi

n
(3)

SDEx =

√
∑n

i=1 (xi − X)
2

n
, SDEy =

√
∑n

i=1 (yi −Y)2

n
(4)

where X and Y represent the coordinates of the spatial barycenter for the HAI; xi and yi are
the longitude and latitude of each subregion i, respectively; and n is the total number of
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study areas. SDEx and SDEy represent the major and minor axes of the ellipse. By using
the SDE method in ArcGIS 10.6, the directivity of the spatial distribution of HAI can be
visualized.

2.4.3. Geographic Detector Method (GDM)

The GDM is a new spatial statistical method that is mainly used to detect spatial
differentiation in the ecological and geographical sense [40]. This paper uses single factor
detection and factor interaction detection in GDM to analyze the human activities intensity
in 31 provincial administrative regions of China and reveals the influence degree and
coupling interaction of each factor. This means that if a factor is associated with human
activity intensity, the spatial distribution of human activity intensity is similar to the spatial
distribution of that factor. The calculation formula is [41]:

q= 1− 1
Kw2 ∑M

n=1 Knw2
n (5)

where q is the power of the determinant, and its value is within the range [0,1]. K and Kn
represent the number of study areas and the number of units in the divided study area,
respectively, M represents the number of index samples, and w2 and w2

n represent the
variance of the study area and the variance of the subareas, respectively.

Factor interaction detection refers to evaluating the impact of the joint action of two
factors on the level of human activities by judging the interaction between two factors in
all detection factors. The interaction between two factors can be divided into the following
five types (Table 2).

Table 2. The possible interaction between two variables and their interactive impacts.

Interaction Relationship Interaction Type

q(X1∩X2) < min(q(X1),q(X2)) nonlinear weaken
min(q(X1),q(X2)) < q(X1∩X2) < max(q(X1),q(X2)) Un-weaken each other

q(X1∩X2) > max(q(X1),q(X2)) bi-enhance
q(X1∩X2) > q(X1) + q(X2) nonlinear enhance
q(X1∩X2) = q(X1) + q(X2) independent

3. Results
3.1. Characteristics of Human Activity Intensity in China
3.1.1. Temporal and Spatial Characteristics of Human Activity Intensity in China

Figure 2 shows that the HAI in China exhibited an upward trend from 1980 to 2018.
Indeed, the HAI in China increased from 15.27% in 1980 to 18.42% in 2018, an increase of
20.60%; the growth rate from 2000 to 2010 was the largest. In 1980, the equivalent area of
construction land was 69.93 × 104 km2, and this increased to 78.38 × 104 km2 by 2018, with
the largest increase, 4.05× 104 km2, happening between 2010 and 2018. The results indicate
that the highest annual average HAI concentration in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region in
the three major economic growth poles reached 32.18% in 2010, and the HAI situations
in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region and Yangtze River Delta were the most serious. The
HAI in the Pearl River Delta is relatively weak, but it is still significantly higher than the
national average. Interestingly, the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region saw a slight decline after
2010, but the Yangtze River Delta region rose significantly.
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Figure 2. Construction land equivalent area and average HAI from 1980 to 2018.

Spatially, the HAI in China varied greatly between the east and west from 1980 to
2018 (Figure 3), showing a decreasing trend from the eastern coastal area to the inland
area. The increasing trend is mainly due to a gradual increase in the eastern coastal area
and the expansion around the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei urban agglomeration. The number of
provinces with very high HAI levels changed notably, increasing from three provinces in
1980 to nine in 2018, and gradually became concentrated in space. Among these provinces,
Tianjin, Jiangsu and Shanghai have consistently reached the very high HAI level.

Figure 3. Spatial distribution of human activity intensity in China from 1980 to 2018.

The HAI in Shandong and Fujian increased from 1980 to 1990, and Fujian’s role in
supporting the reform and opening-up policy was initially obvious. During this period,
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Shandong’s agriculture and industry developed rapidly, and the total economic output
value jumped to second highest in the country, reflecting how economic, agricultural and
industrial activities increase the intensity of regional human activities to varying degrees.
As China’s political center and most populous province, Beijing and Henan, respectively,
reached the very high HAI level in 2000. In 2010, human activities in Hubei, Anhui and
Zhejiang reached the high or very high HAI levels; these three provinces are in the Yangtze
River Basin, indicating that significant changes took place in the Yangtze River Basin during
this period, and the rapid expansion of cities and towns caused by key development was
the main factor for the increase in human activities there. In 2018, the Bohai Rim region saw
concentrated changes in human activities. Liaoning and Hebei reached the very high HAI
level, and Beijing and Tianjin both decreased slightly, but they were still at the very high
HAI level. In 2017, China established a national new area, the Hebei Xiong’an New Area.
The change in policies led to the large-scale development of land in the Xiong’an New Area,
which led to the rise of surrounding industries, sharing the pressure of Beijing and Tianjin.

3.1.2. Evolutionary Characteristics of Human Activity Intensity in China

To explore the evolution of HAI in China in greater depth, we calculate the change
in HAI on a 10-km grid unit and reveal the evolution of human activity combined with a
standard deviation ellipse method (Figure 4) to comprehensively explore the temporal and
spatial evolution process of such activities.

Figure 4. Spatial changes in human activity intensity in China from 1980 to 2018.
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From 1980 to 1990, the polarization of HAI in China was significant (Figure 4a).
The regions with enhanced human activities were mainly concentrated on the eastern
coast, Heilongjiang and eastern Hubei Province, showing a significant east-northeast
distribution; there were no significant changes in other regions. During this period, the
maximum increment of the HAI level reached 10.22%, but the average increment was only
0.15%, which was the lowest value across the entire period. Therefore, the areas where
human activities increased from 1980 to 1990 were significantly different from other areas.
The standardized ellipse from 1990 to 2000 shows that the region with enhanced human
activities extended westward and inland (Figure 4b). The Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei Urban
Agglomeration, the Pearl River Delta and the Yangtze River Delta are the most important
economic regions in China, and their human activity levels led to them having the largest
increments of all regions in this decade (Figure 4c). In turn, this indicates that after the
initial vigorous development of economic activities such as foreign trade in coastal areas,
China’s human activities became relatively balanced in that decade. From 2000 to 2010,
the HAI in China showed a northwest-southeast distribution (Figure 4d). The areas with
increased HAI extend to the western inland areas. In comparison, the HAI in western Tibet
decreased and those in eastern Tibet increased. The dot growth mode of HAI began to
show, and the human activities in Northeast China were basically stable. From 2010 to 2018,
the standardized ellipse was distributed in the east-west direction. It is worth noting that
the HAI in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei Urban Agglomeration and the Yellow River Delta of
Shandong decreased slightly, which shows that these areas successfully controlled human
activity intensity. In addition, the HAI decreased slightly in southern Yunnan and the
Leizhou Peninsula, indicating that the relatively economically backward areas were also
affected by a variety of reasons that led to a decrease in human activity. On the whole, the
central effect of the enhancement of human activities weakened, and the point distribution
mode became more significant.

3.2. Analysis of Influencing Factors
3.2.1. Single Factor Detection Analysis

In this section, we use the geographical detector method to identify the driving factors
and their determinant power (q) on HAI. For a more intuitive comparison of q values in
all years, the results for the 7 factors are illustrated in a box-whisker plot (Figure 5). The
results of single factor detection analysis show that all factors play a driving role in human
activities in China to a certain extent, and the power of determinant values can reflect the
decisive level of the change in HAI driven by the detected factors. From 1980 to 2018, based
on their determinant power, the influencing factors can be ranked as follows in descending
order: GDP > NIE> PD > NE > FCS > TEC > SUL.

According to the detected results during the study period, the GDP factor generated a
q value from 0.463 to 0.557, indicating a significantly high determinant power of regional
gross domestic product on HAI, and economic factors were the main reasons for the
regional differences in HAI. To a certain extent, the economic gap between eastern and
western China leads to differences in human activities, resulting in the rapid increase in
human activities in the eastern region and the slow change in the western region. Among
other variables, the determinant power levels of NIE, PD, NE and FCS were ranked second,
third, fourth and fifth, respectively. The difference between the four q levels was small.
Interestingly, the determinant power level of PD had narrow interquartile ranges and was
always high without obvious fluctuation, which indicates that the spatial heterogeneity
of HAI was stably influenced by population density. TEC and SUL had relatively wide
interquartile ranges, and the determination power level is small and significantly lower
than that of other detected factors. In terms of time, the power of the determination level of
the two decreased significantly from 2000 to 2010, indicating that TEC and SUL had little
impact on human activities.
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Figure 5. The determinant power (q) for the 7 factors guiding the human-activity intensity effect.

3.2.2. Multiple Factor Interaction Detection Analysis

The results show that the interaction of any two factors from 1980 to 2018 was greater
than the effect of a single factor on human activities (Figure 6). Most of the interactions
enhanced the effect of each factor, and most demonstrated nonlinear enhancement and
bi-enhancement. This indicates that the comprehensive consideration of multiple driving
factors and their interactions can reveal the reasons for the spatial differentiation of HAI
more clearly than studying single influencing factors alone.

Figure 6. The q values of interactions between factors affecting human activity intensity.
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In 1980, NIE ∩ PD had the most obvious impact on HAI. The q value of interaction
detection was as high as 0.667, and the determinant was nearly 67%. In addition, the factors
with an impact of more than 60% on HAI included GDP ∩ FCS, GDP ∩ SUL, FCS ∩ PD
and NIE ∩ SUL. In 1990, TEC ∩ NE had the strongest impact on HAI, with a decisive
force of approximately 65%. Factors with an interaction degree of more than 60% included
GDP ∩ NE, FCS ∩ NIE, NIE ∩ TEC, NIE ∩ NE and NE ∩ PD. In 2000, NIE ∩ NE had the
strongest decisive power, approximately 68%, followed by NIE ∩ PD, with a decisive power
of approximately 64%. Factors with a decisive power of more than 60% also included GDP
∩ SUL, GDP ∩ NE and NIE ∩ SUL. In 2010, the most significant interaction factor affecting
HAI was FCS ∩ SUL, with a q value of 0.661 and a determinant of approximately 66%. In
addition, the determinants of FCS ∩ TEC, FCS ∩ PD and SUL ∩ NIE were also greater than
60%. In 2018, FCS ∩ NE had the strongest impact on HAI in China, with the decisive power
of interactive detection being approximately 70% and the decisive power of FCS ∩ NIE and
NIE ∩ SUL on HAI being more than 65%.

Based on the above results, it can be seen that there are differences in the interaction
and coupling of factors in different periods. For example, the interaction between economic
and demographic factors was the strongest in 1980, the interaction between labor factors
and industrial factors was the strongest in 1990–2000, the interaction between capital factors
was the strongest in 2010, and the interaction between industrial factors was the strongest
in 2018. On the whole, the interaction between industrial factors and other factors was the
strongest; that is, the strength of human activities was more vulnerable to interference by
industrial factors, resulting in regional differentiation.

4. Discussion
4.1. Implications of Human Activity Intensity

HAI is a comprehensive indicator of human impact on land development. Exploring
the temporal and spatial evolution of HAI can help comprehensively evaluate the role
of human activities on regional land and the environment by taking the evolution as a
basis for coordinating the layout from local to overall to regulate human activities. We
comprehensively evaluated HAI in China from 1980 to 2018. Unlike existing studies [32–44],
this paper comprehensively considers multiple dimensions of HAI changes and reveals
the spatial heterogeneity of such changes. Although the HAI in the Yangtze River Delta in
2018 was slightly lower than that of the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region, its growth trend in
the Yangtze River Delta was steeper. Evidence has shown that in the Yangtze River Delta,
rapid urbanization intensifies the trend toward land fragmentation and promotes the rapid
expansion of construction land [45].

During the study period, HAI in China generally increased, and the changing trends
in various regions or provinces varied greatly. For example, from a regional perspective,
Northeast China was an important mineral resource center and industrial center in China
in the 30 years after the founding of the People’s Republic of China. Human interference
in the region was extremely frequent. Before 2000, heavy industry had not yet declined,
and human activities were still increasing. In particular, human activities in Heilongjiang
increased greatly during that period, but after 2000, the development focus shifted south.
The northern coast of Liaoning has become the main area in Northeast China for increased
human activities. The coastal areas in northern Shandong are mainly caused by the occupa-
tion of a large number of natural wetlands and the excessive coastal construction of cities
and towns. Human activities in the coastal areas of northern Shandong decreased after
2010 due to the strengthening of control over the Yellow River Delta and surrounding areas
after 2010 so as to reduce human activities and restore the natural landscape. The eastern
coastal areas have been more affected by the opening-up policy than other areas and have
thus attracted a number of industries, capital investments and migrants. Although the
economy is developing rapidly, this development has increased the frequency with which
land is developed and constructed. The Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei Urban Agglomeration is the
largest socioeconomic area in China. North China, with this area at its core, has some of
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the most impactful human activities (Figure 3), but the HAI in North China decreased in
2018 (Figure 2). Therefore, the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei Urban Agglomeration adjusted its
industrial structure and sought to transition transferred primary and secondary industries
to tertiary industries. At the same time, measures such as setting up the Xiong’an New
Area to relieve the pressure on the main urban area have achieved good results, reducing
HAI and effectively controlling human activities.

At the national level, HAI in eastern China continues to increase, and changes in
western China are slow to realize. The economic foundation of the eastern region is good,
and development policies have favored this region. It has great advantages in terms of
population inflow, resource allocation and social welfare. Therefore, the development and
utilization of land are more urgent in coastal areas, where the ecosystem is becoming in-
creasingly disturbed. When there is no urgent demand for land development in the western
region, the HAI is low here, which makes the regional difference in HAI across China vary
greatly. China’s human activities are gradually showing a point-like “core” enhancement
model, mainly concentrated in only a few provinces at the beginning of the research period.
With changes in national policies and economic structure, each province has gradually
seen certain cities experience rapid HAI growth. In terms of HAI decreases, the amount
of the decrease has grown each year, indicating that in the early 1980s, China vigorously
promoted the development of coastal or specific areas to ensure economic development and
social construction, resulting in an increase in HAI in these areas. As China has achieved
certain social development goals, the country began to shift the development direction
toward balanced regional development. As part of ensuring development, China began to
pay more attention to ecological balance, further reduce HAI, and effectively control human
activities in some areas. However, there are still some challenges, such as the continuous
growth of human activities, large differences between eastern and western China, the small
radiation driving capacity of core cities in central and western China, the agglomeration of
areas with high intensity of human activities, and the sustainable development of cities.

4.2. Influence Mechanism of Human Activity Intensity

Changes in human activities are the result of the complex coupling effect of many
factors, such as geographical location and social development (Figure 7). Different historical
backgrounds, development stages, national policies, industrial tendencies and other factors
will affect changes in human activities. We explore the impact of seven factors, such as the
economy, capital and industry, on human activities. We analyze the internal laws affecting
HAI changes and make suggestions for improving human activities from the perspective
of influencing factors [46].

Figure 7. Influence mechanism of human activity intensity.
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Economic and industrial levels are the main factors affecting human activities. Urban
economic development means better treatment and supporting facilities to promote cities
to attract foreign resources and population, while a high-quality labor force and excel-
lent industrial resources will promote regional development and urbanization processes.
Therefore, it is necessary to speed up land development and expand the scope of cities
and towns to meet the needs of human production and life [47]. Industrial factors are the
main factors affecting urban industrialization, which will not only increase the intensity of
land development but also produce a series of problems, such as over-attracting foreign
labor and migrants and increasing energy consumption and pollution [48,49]. Industrial
enterprises and the labor force are the main factors supporting regional production, and
capital is an important driving force for these enterprises. Quantity directly determines
the demand for land development and urban construction. Although quantity plays an
important role in promoting economic development and industrial rise, it also significantly
enhances human interference with the surrounding environment and increases the radia-
tion impact of human activities [50]. The impact of population on HAI is strong and stable.
An excessive urban population will bring social problems such as residence and employ-
ment as well as place great pressure on the local ecological environment. At the same time,
an excessive population will also have a negative impact on technological innovation [51],
which is contrary to the goal of strengthening the construction of innovative industries.
Therefore, the relationship among population, economy and human activities should be
balanced. We should not only restrict population migration but also increase investment in
education and improve the cultivation of scientific and technologically innovative talent.
Before the country’s industrial transformation, China’s coal-based energy production and
consumption mode was making the contradiction between the economy and ecological
environment increasingly acute. After 2000, the decisive power of energy factors and pollu-
tion factors on human activities decreased significantly, indicating that China’s regulation
of energy consumption and pollutant emissions has since achieved certain results, but in
the short term, the energy consumption structure has been difficult to change. Therefore,
seeking effective ways to ensure reasonable energy consumption and pollution control is
an important task in balancing HAI at this stage [52].

4.3. Enlightenment from Improving Human Activities

This paper explored and summarizes the temporal and spatial evolution of China’s
HAI. The year 1980 was one of the major turning points in China’s economic development.
The reform and opening-up policy led to rapid economic development and greatly acceler-
ated the urbanization process, especially in the eastern region, where the changes were most
obvious. Therefore, the negative impact of rapid economic development on the ecological
environment is reflected through the intensity of human activities. Currently, China has
made changes to address such issues. For example, Figure 4 shows the effectiveness of
strengthening the development of the western interior, and the point distribution pattern
of human activity intensity significantly indicates that China’s development is gradually
expanding outward from provincial capitals or large cities, enhancing the radiation drive
and redistributing the pressure faced by the eastern regions. However, the country should
also strengthen the management and control of human activities, restore and protect nature
reserves and important wetlands, establish new economic development zones around
major economic circles, adjust industrial structures, remove heavy pollution industries and
develop innovative enterprises. Although the above measures have played a positive role
in the trend of HAI in China, the overall effect has still been limited. At the same time, we
cannot deny the role of human activities in promoting regional development. Controlling
human activities is not done to limit regional development but to find effective ways to
solve problems. To grasp the trend of human activities as a whole, in addition to continuing
to strictly implement the existing measures, this study suggests the following measures:
(1) China should integrate land resources, reasonably renovate and plan industrial bases,
improve the resource utilization efficiency of old industrial bases in Northeast China, and
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improve the intensive utilization of urban land [53]. (2) China should seek to establish a
top-level scheme of land planning and ecological civilization, transfer industrial structures
and disperse the focus of human activities. The eastern region has a good economic foun-
dation. It should give full play to the dominant position of green innovation, vigorously
develop high-tech industries [54], eliminate backward industries and strengthen the pre-
vention and control of pollution emissions from industrial enterprises. (3) The central and
western regions should rely on regional policies and attach importance to the dynamic
role of private enterprises to adapt to the development strategy of the region, speed up the
construction of a new development pattern [55], share the pressure of industrial transfer
in eastern China, and build a national development active growth pole while ensuring
ecological security. (4) China should focus on optimizing the industrial structure of small-
and medium-sized cities, improving urban public services, enhancing the agglomeration
capacity of small- and medium-sized cities, and promoting the balanced development of
spatial layout and scale.

5. Conclusions

The excessive transformation of the Earth’s surface caused by various human activities
has a negative impact on the ecological environment, and it is urgently necessary to control
human behaviors such as land development. The evaluation and attribution of HAI forms
a basis for human activity regulation. The results of the study indicate that the HAI in
China has increased from 15.27% to 20.60%, and there is a great variability between east
and west. We found that in the beginning, the stronger the HAI the greater its increase was,
even though HAI in Shandong and Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region decreased after 2010.

By the approach of GDM, all the 7 influencing factors explored in this paper have
significant impact on HAI. The economy is the main factor affecting human activities,
followed by industrial, population, labor, and capital factors. In contrast, environmental
pollution and energy consumption have little impact on human activities. In addition, HAI
in China is the result of the mutual enhancement of multiple factors. The effects of the
combined action of multiple factors on human activity are greater than the effect of a single
factor. However, there are differences in the mutual enhancement between influencing
factors in different periods. On the whole, the interaction coupling between the industrial
factors and other factors has the most significant effect.

The HAI is impacted by multiple factors. Due to the difficulty in measuring or
obtaining the data of some influencing indexes, this paper fails to fully detect the impact
factors of HAI. Moreover, it is worth discussing that there are some limitations in using the
GDM to explore the influencing factors. For example, the GDM can only reflect a factor
or correlation among factors by q value, which will affect the exploration of HAI. Despite
these limitations, we believe that this method is useful for improving human activity. In the
future, we will enrich the influencing factors and research methods to reflect the influence
mechanism of HAI in China or other countries.
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